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Composition of Trading and Investing Success 

By Thomas Barmann of NeverLossTrading 

A composition is an act of combining parts or elements to form a whole.  

Trading is a professional business and your decisions will meet somebody, most likely and 

institutional investor, to take the other side of your trade or investment – and they are motivated 

to make money.  

Private Investors operate in the financial markets with multiple motivations: 

Chart-1: Motivations of Private investors 
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term 

If your main motivation ranks between one and four: read no further. You do not want to or need 

to work for trading and investing success and we wish you fun and enjoyment.  

In case you are still with us: Making money Trading and Investing long-term takes serious effort, 

dedication and a composition of elements, working together for you.  

In essence, it can be done: we are in the trading education business for 10 years and teach the 

steps needed individually: one-on-one, focused on our specific wants and needs. What we share 

is not for the masses, where 90% fail to make money.  

To turn yourself into the trader and investor you want to be, it will need an investment in you: 

learning systems, systematics, and building a guideline and process to follow. We will show you 

the major elements of trading and investing success in the publication.  

A quick hint: the term NeverLossTrading comes from us teaching the ability to not take a stop-

loss, instead you repair your trade; however, Never Stop Loss Trading was a bit lengthy.  

Why do we claim that trading and investing takes effort?  

Pretty easy: If you could make money long-term by focusing on a system and systematic that 

lets you buy when two indicator averages cross to the upside and sell when they cross to the 

downside – and most traders rely on such; how easy would money making be and why do 90% 

of the private traders and investors then lose money?  

It would take us fifteen minutes to program an moving average based auto trader that can do the 

work for us; however, we know about the complexity to consider when trading or investing and 
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thus, we want to invite you to learn about all of the elements needed and you can check and 

balance where you stand today in relation to where you want to be.  

If we are not able to answer all your questions: contact@NeverLossTrading.com  

Let us start with a diagram, listing the major elements of trading and investing success:  

Chart-2: Trading and Investing Success Components and Composition 
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Money Management        odds based investment 

Repair and Hedge          trade and portfolio repair 

Plan to Follow               financial plan, action plan 

Preparation              trade finder, checks & balances 

By our definition, trading and investing success derives from a composition of the above listed 

elements, consisting of:  

 System components: finding and spelling out price move potentials 

 A clearly defined and followed appraisal process for each opportunity 

 Systematics to apply and follow repetitively 

The Appraisal Process 

Nobody but you decides when your money goes into the market. Think of investing or trading an 

asset like buying multiple condos for a rental return. In such case, you appraise:  

- Location and comparison values 

- Average expected long-term rental income 

- Financing costs and taxes 

- Legal consideration 

- Expected maintenance fees 

- Costs for property and facility management  

When you have all the details together, you strike your checks and balances to decide if you 

want to forego with the project and you only do so if your minimum requirements are met. In 

mailto:contact@NeverLossTrading.com
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case you have more than one project in the funnel, you take the one with the best overall 

appraisal score. However, for most private investors, buying or selling assets: stocks, options, 

futures, or FOREX, it is often good enough when you get a hot tip; no appraisal is conducted and 

as a consequence, success is most likely random.  

We encourage you to build or follow clear-cut appraisal procedures; replicating what worked for 

you, leaving behind, what did not.  

In the following we go through the trading and investing components one-by-one with you:  

1. System  

Do you have a trading system that lets you predict the beginning of a future price move with a 

probability ≥ 65%?  

Why the number 65%?  

Statistical significance for a correlation for decoding signals repeatability starts at 62.8%. 

Considering variance and standard deviation, we moved the requirement a notch up and specify 

our minimum system performance at 65% predictability, from signal initiation to signal 

conclusion; thus, predictability has three components:  

- System specified entry condition, so you can operate with a buy-stop or sell-stop order 

without the need for being in front of your computer, aside from day trading.  

- At entry, calculated exit, where you expect price accumulation and a potential opposite 

price movement.  

- Stop, outside the statistical volatility to bring the trade to target without getting stopped.  

Let us take a swing trading example to demonstrate:  

Chart-3: UNH on a Daily NeverLossTrading Trend Catching Chart, May 15 - 21, 2018 
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The UNH-chart shows two trade situations with the following specifications:  

Chart-4: Trade Situations and Setups from Chart-3 

Situation Entry Condition Buy Stop Target Stop 

Situation-1 Buy> $238.80 $238.88 $243.50 $232.10 

Situation-2 Buy> $243.56 $243.64 $247.95 $239.67 

Aside from a set price target, this system operates with a time-based target: The assumed price 

target shall be reached in the matter of 3-bars, maximum 4-bars (when the third candle has 

another same facing signal), else we close the trade.  

Both trades had a positive outcome and reached the set target. As a swing trader, you were able 

to enter the trade at pre-specified conditions and everything was fulfilling itself, without the need 

for you to be in front of your computer for the trade entry or exit: how comfortable is that?  

Our aim is to make your trading decisions as mechanical as possible, giving you guidelines right 

on the chart, shortening your appraisal and decision-making process:  

In the top left corner of the chart, you see the dashboard for Trade Situation-2: 

Chart-5: NLT Trend Catching Dashboard  

 

 SPU is our measure for the expected price move (newly calculated bar-by-bar) 

 The 1.8% tells you that the trade gives you a 1.8% return on cash when it comes to 

target in the next one to four days (this trade took two days).  

 No Trend 20 in blue, tells you that the uptrend might conclude shortly. 

 Up #:2 indicates, that the signal was at a second candle in an up-momentum move. 

 Target and Stop are already explained; but how convenient is it having them spelled out 

like this? 

 Favorable 1.1 tells you that for $1 of risk you take, you get at the chosen setup a $1.1 

reward. 

After we shared the first but not only component needed for trading success: Compare and see if 

you already have these components in place or if you see a possibility for developing all this on 

your own rather than trusting into a market-proven concept?  

At this point, many surely ask if this works the same for day trading.  

The answer to this is yes; however, you have less time for the appraisal of the situation.  

At the end of the day, we encourage traders to use the same system, systematic, and appraisal, 

regardless of the time frame, tick frame, or range you decide on.  
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Chart-6: Trading and Investing Requires the same System, Appraisal, and Systematics 

 

Taking a day trading example right from the day we work on this publication:  

Chart-7: Crude Oil on a 30-Minute NLT Top-Line Chart on May 21, 2018 

 

We see one trade situation with a two-tier-target. System based, target-1 shall be reached in 1-5 

bars and target-2 in 1-10 bars. Based on one contract, reaching target-1 resulted in a $250 

income and reaching target-2 in a $500 income for that day.  

In summary, every trading and investing decision shall follow the same principle. Day traders just 

have less time on their hands to make the appropriate appraisal.  
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All NeverLossTrading systems are combinable.  As a special offer for the magazine readers, we 

will design for you a combined offer for you, increasing your participation rate in trading and 

investing: mention TradersWold #70.  

Call: +1 866 455 4520 or contact@NeverLossTrading.com  

If you already have a system and you want to test if it is at or below the desired 65% probability: 

take 20 trades with system-specified entries, exits, and stops; then check, if you won at least 13 

trades.  

If this is not the case: time for a change! 

2. Risk Management 

Risk management is the art and science of relating the expected reward compared to the risk to 

take in a trade, combined with the probability of the setup.  

Let is again list the elements of risk management:  

 Expected Reward: calculated by the price pressure of the situation you enter.  

 Assumed Risk: considering the statistical volatility of the asset, so you do not get 

stopped, prior to getting to the target.  

 Probability of the setup: system based appraisal. 

What does that mean for you?  

In case you operate with a lower probability system, you need to constantly find high reward and 

low-risk setups. However, this is easier said than done: Let us share our statistics, where we are 

relating reward to risk per trade situation:  

Chart-8: Distribution of Reward and Risk at Trade Setup 
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Chart-8 tells you that you have a 5% likelihood to find trade setups where you take a meaningful 

pre-calculated risk to get to target without getting stopped; having a ≥ 2:1 reward to risk setup, 

while 35% of the setup, when using a 65% system are above a risk level of  $1.2 in relation to $1 

reward and thus unfavorable.  

If you operate with a lower probability trading system, you need to aim for the two left bars of 

chart-8 and thus only 25% of the potential trade setups are for you – and good luck finding them.  

In our systems and teachings, we combine those critical elements of trading success and 

encourage you to do so too or come on board to learn how it is done!  

When you want to get a flavor of how we find such trade situations at multiple time frames, we 

encourage you to receive a free week of NLT Alerts, where we spell out trading opportunities for 

the day to come… sign up here (no credit card needed).  

3. Money Management 

You already saw major components of appraising a trade situation, now we come to action: how 

many shares or contracts to buy or sell?  

The key of money management is to prevent drawdowns; thus, we encourage you to trade or 

Invest Odds Based, relating the probability for success with the expected reward in relation to 

the probability of failure, considering your account holdings and amount of investments you want 

to manage.  

We already did the work for you:  

Chart-9: NLT Odds Based Position Sizing Model for Stocks and Options 

 

Chart-9 shows a trade situation for AAPL on May 8, 2018. The table compares the stock 

investment to an option investment, based on a $100,000 account with assumed six positions to 

Stock Trade Evaluation Option Trade Evaluation

Stock Symbol AAPl Input Stock Symbol AAPl Auto Selected from Stock Setup

Trade Direction up Select Put or Call Option Call Auto Selected from Stock Setup

NLT Indicator Trend Initiation Select Time to Expiration (days) 10 Input

Delta (enter positive values) 0.38 Input

Approximated Price Move (SPU) 3.70$                                                                              Input Price for the Option 1.67$                           Input

Trade Candle Price Threshold 186.22$                                                                          Input Bid/Ask Spread 0.02$                           Input

Trade Candle Stop 182.80$                                                                          Input

Entry Price 186.29$                                                                          Calculated Option Price at Target 3.03$                           Calculated

Target-1 (no hindrance) 189.92$                                                                          Calculated Estimated Reward/Contract 81% Calculated

Stop or Adjustment Price 182.80$                                                                          Calculated Approximated Risk/Contract 80% Calculated

Price Move to Target 3.63$                                                                              Calculated Reward/Risk Ratio 1:1 Calculated

Price Move to Stop 3.49$                                                                              Calculated

Reward/Risk 1:1 Calculated

Stock Trade Evaluation Results Option Trade Evaluation Results

Odds Evaluation Acceptable Option Price Evaluation  Acceptable

SPU Evaluation Cleared Risk Management Time Evaluation You Have Time Pressure

Odds Ratio 2:1 Odds Ratio 1.9:1 1.9

Potential Stock Investment Calculation Potential Option Investment Calculation

Account Size 100,000$                                                                       Input Dedicated Option Budget 10,000$                      Input

Desired Holdings 6 Input    

Maximum Risk per Trade (5%) 5,000$                                                                            Calculated Maximum Risk per Trade (5%) 500$                            Calculated

Average Risk per Trade (2%) 2,000$                                                                            Calculated Average Risk per Trade (2%) 200$                            Calculated

Calculated Investment in AAPl at a Maximum Risk (Margin) 38,372$                                                                       207 Shares Calculated Investment in AAPl Call Positions 334$                         2 Contracts

Calculated Maximum Risk (Margin) 723$                                                                             1.8% Risk on Capital Calculated Risk (can be 90%) 267$                         80% Risk on investment

Calculated Reward 751$                                                                             1:1 Reward/Risk @ 1.9% ROC Calculated Reward 272$                         1:1 Reward/Risk @ 81.3% ROC

Calculated Investment in AAPl at 6 Positions Held (100-Lots) 37,259$                                                                       200 Shares

Calculated Lot-Size Adjusted Risk (100-Lots) 713$                                                                             1.9% Risk on Capital

Calculated Lot-Size Adjusted Reward (100-Lots) 729$                                                                             1:1 Reward/Risk @ 1.9% ROC
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hold and an options account with $10,000. The appraisal gives you an indication, to odds based, 

either invest $37,229 for buying 200 shares or investing $334, buying two call option contracts.  

There is more information as you can see on the table and we encourage you to have such 

appraisal scheme to know you investment size based on the risk, reward, add odds appraisal of 

the trade situation.  

4. Repair and Hedge 

Often the word hedge is dismissed with hedge fund: Every year about 20% of the world’s hedge 

funds vanish into thin air, because of mismanagement; thus, hedging commonly has the 

connotation of high risk; however, it is the opposite: it shall protect your overall portfolio risk. 

Institutional investors always hedge their bets and we encourage you to do so too.  

Hedging in our means reflects to protect your portfolio investment and on an as-needed basis, 

every trade you initiate.  

On the last black swan event, hundreds of shares traded all the way down to zero. Stops are 

usually market stops and you will be filled at the first trading point, which might mean that there 

are instances where you lose all you have invested when an overnight sell-off occurs.  

The unfair thing is, markets gap and you have no way to buy or sell stocks or options at such 

instance until it is too late.  

How to hedge your bets?  

You need to decide system-based, when a hedge goes into play: stop level for the overall 

portfolio.  

Imagine, you are an IRA holder and system-based, you specify, if in a day or overnight session, 

that if the market moves outside your price level of tolerance, automatically a pre-defined 

amount of Futures contracts will be sold.  

If your portfolio is based on NASDAQ holding, you sell E-Mini NASDAQ futures contracts. For 

DOW based portfolios the E-Mini-DOW and for overall balanced portfolios, the E-Mini S&P 500 

futures contract.  

Let us give you an overview of the value of those contracts:  

Chart-10: Values of Futures Contracts 

Futures Contract Index Value Point Value Futures Contract Value 

E-Mini S&P 500 Contract $2,700 $50 $135,000 

E-Mini DOW 30 Contract $24,600 $5 $123,000 

E-Mini NASDAQ Contract $6,800 $20 $136,000 
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This means, when you sell one futures contract, you can protect a portfolio value between 

$123,000 and $136,000.  

What if your portfolio value is only half? 

Then you participate in with half of your hedge in the downside move and profit from it.  

In case an individual trade comes to the stop-level and you want to repair it, then you need to 

learn how to counter the individual happening with pre-defined measures and it can be done 

without the need of additional cash. How does that sound.  

Why shall you put all this effort and not just take the stop?  

Imagine you trade 100 times per year, with a one dollar reward and risk per trade. When you win 

65 and lose 35 trades, your balance shows $40. When you apply methods of trade protection 

that help you to reduce the average loss to 40% of the originally planned loss; then the method 

of protection will increase your gains by $21, giving you a 53% leverage on your return.  

Hence, applying methods of protection is a very worthwhile concept for every private investor.  

To explain the details of how all this is done is outside the range of this publication; however, if 

you like to learn hedging and trade adjustment, come on board and learn how to hedge and 

protect.  

6. Plan to Follow 

A business plan is often understood as a paper that gets you the funding for a business; 

however, a business plan is much more than that: It is a tool for understanding how your 

business is put together. You can use it to monitor progress, hold yourself accountable and 

control the business's fate.  

The same is required for your trading and investing activities: treat them like a business, 

document, and holding yourself accountable.  

Thus, we recommend for you to install and follow a business plan for your trading success.  

Chart-11: Business Plan Template by NeverLossTrading 
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Such Plan to follow shall include:  

A Financial Plan 

• Assets and time frames to trade 

• Amount of trades per time period 

• Return expectations 

• Average and maximum risk agreement 

• Position sizing, using our models 

• Trading strategies to apply: stocks, stocks with options, options, futures, FOREX 

An Action Plan 

• Spell out your acceptable and favorable trade situation and when not to trade.  

• Trade Finder: Establish an alert system, telling you which assets have your 

desired setup. We help with the NLT Alerts and custom built scanners and watch 

list indicators for you. 

• Trade preparation: Select assets, time frames, and conditions to trade. 

• Order preparation and pre-programming. 

• Trade adjustments or account hedging: turning potential losers into winners or 

limiting losses to a minimum. 

• Operate with multi-screen setups, even on one monitor: laptop freedom. 

• Journal your trades, build a scorecard, correct mistakes, and strive for continuous 

improvement. 

You can sure install all of this on your own or trust in a market-proven concept, where we 

already prepared the templates for you and help you to put everything in place, so you can follow 

your tailor-made guidance for trading success, day in and day out.  

If you are not already signed up for our free trading tips, reports, and webinars, sign up here. 

7. Preparation 

Those who fail to prepare, prepare to fail.  

Again, easier said than done! 
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A solid trader is prepared with multiple trading strategies to enter the market. Key focus of the 

preparation is a trade finder: Our traders obtain those data threefold:  

• By the NLT Alerts: Daily, we report on multiple levels were day and swing trading 

opportunities occur.  

• By system based scanners, they search the market for trading and investing 

opportunities. 

• Through watch list indicators they constantly stay on top of were prices move.  

In addition: stay invested, measure your productivity, instead of producing just one stream of 

income from trading and investing, let us jointly put together how you can harvest on multiple 

streams of income.  

 

We hope, we wear able to demonstrate how to combine single elements of trading to a 

composition of trading and investing success 

Let us give you an overview of our offering…click.  

Contact us for a free demonstration:  

Call +1 866 455 4520 or contact@NeverLossTrading.com  

If you are not already subscribed to our free trading tips, reports, and webinars…sign up here.  

For special offers, mention: TradersWorld #70 – valid until August 31st. 2018 

Best regards,  

Thomas Barmann 

Disclaimer, Terms and Conditions, Privacy | Customer Support 
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